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From our tours of the stores, our Retail Roundups are your ‘eyes on 
the ground’; bringing snapshots of what’s been going on in retail 
without the need to leave your desk.

From retailer led events to brand specific campaigns. 
POS and sales promotions through to experiential, both in physical 
and digital spaces. Whatever's going on around retail in all it’s forms, 
we’ll capture it here!

Grocery stores provided the focus for our June report and captured 
both Jubilee and Father’s Day activities.
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Battle of the Bunting

Sainsbury’s focused messaging and 
comms on the celebration of 
Summer rather than overtly 
pushing a Jubilee theme.

Subtle creative cues such as Corgi’s, 
were interspersed with iconic 
summer imagery. 

Media used included Gondola 
takeovers, FSDU’s, Header Boards 
and not forgetting an explosion of 
bunting through the central aisle of 
stores.



One was amused!

Waitrose approach to Jubilee was centred on front of store. Using a stylised 
Union Flag motif with the official Jubilee logo, awarded to the retailer as a 
Partner of the Platinum Jubilee Pageant. The focal area in store  was subtle and 
premium, clearly designed with the Waitrose shopper in mind.

POS consisted of FOS Display, Headers, bunting and FSDU’s.



Celebrations fit for a Queen

Morrisons creative incorporated products perfect for parties and 
celebrations. Price comms featured heavily across all activity, linking 
well to the store group’s shopper and more overtly highlighting deals 
than other grocers chose to. POS was most prominent at front of 
store and on fresh produce, particularly in Market Street.



Digital Led Celebrations

ASDA made great use of their 
digital signage in store to display a 
variety of Jubilee messages.

As with other store groups, there 
was an explosion of bunting 
throughout.

Interesting and playful messaging 
linking directly to branded products 
instore brought a nice level of 
humour and warmth to comms.



Lubily Jubilee!

In our opinion Tesco stole the show for Jubilee. Lots of clear comms 
throughout store, clever messaging and a variety of different elements. 
Stores really bought into the celebration, with each individual store allocated 
a budget to pimp up their Jubilee POS. Standees of the Queen, aside, they 
did a fantastic job.

POS consisted of FOS Display, Headers, bunting and FSDU’s.





FATHER’S DAY 
CELEBRATIONS

•Morrisons

•Waitrose

•Sainsbury’s

•Tesco



The Price is Right

Lots of price based comms in Morrisons. A mixture of brand and retailer led 
creative. Dedicated Father’s Day Aisle, although the majority of products in 
the aisle were Summer related rather than gifting for Father’s Day.



Minimalist Approach!

Waitrose introduced their Father’s Day message at front of store, although 
it was incorporated into their Summer Food Festival styling rather than a 
stand alone creative.

Further comms and media in store were limited to just 2 FSDU’s.



Smashing it out the Park

Sainsbury’s had a good mix of 
branded and retailer Father’s Day 
comms.

Brilliant to see the retailer giving 
brands the opportunity to push 
boundaries and show creativity in 
store.

Interesting to see Health & Beauty 
and Confectionary brought into the 
Father’s Day gifting occasion.



Dad’s on to a Winner

Tesco introduced lifestyle imagery into their creative, which was a step 
change versus other major retailers. Mainly retailer led creative across 
store with the odd branded piece. 

POS consisted of Gondolas, headers, aisle fins, ticket strips and FSDU’s.



Other things that 
caught the eye…

•ASDA

•Morrisons

•Waitrose

•Sainsbury’s

•Tesco

•Boots

https://www.altavia-hrg.com/
























We hope you find the content of 
this report useful and would 
welcome any feedback. 

Alternatively, if you have any 
retailers, you would like included, 
please let us know.

With more than 30 year’s 
experience, Altavia HRG know 
how to create exciting new ways 
to connect with and convert 
shoppers.

For help or advice with your 
trickiest briefs, or if you have any 
questions please contact:

paul@altavia-hrg.com


